Contact with nature improves our health and well-being. We all want to enjoy and connect with the outdoors.

To make your visit even more memorable, there are a few basic rules that will help you and other visitors keep safe and enjoy your visit to The Claypits Nature Reserve.

Be sure to be nice, say hello and share the environment with everyone.

Respect, Protect, Enjoy

- TAKE YOUR LITTER HOME
- PICK UP AFTER YOUR PET
- FOLLOW THE PATH
- NO FIRES OR BBQ
- CHILDREN MUST BE ACCOMPANIED AT ALL TIMES
- DOGS MUST BE KEPT UNDER CONTROL
- CONTACT WITH NATURE IMPROVES OUR HEALTH AND WELL-BEING. WE ALL WANT TO ENJOY AND CONNECT WITH THE OUTDOORS.

- Be sure to be nice, say hello and share the environment with everyone.
- Please be alert to hazards

ELECTRICITY PYLON / OVERHEAD POWER LINES
- STEEP / UNEVEN SURFACES
- UNPROTECTED DROPS
- RUNNING / STANDING WATER

Please be alert to hazards

Guidance on Pathway Accessibility

- EASY Fully accessible paths, suitable for all users including wheelchair users, cyclists and prams.
- MODERATE Paths are suitable for most users but have some steep sections that some users may find challenging. Rest points are provided.
- HARD Path routes contain steps and steep sections and might not be suitable for all users.

Please be alert to hazards